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The New ©Sandspur
Volume 96

November 15, 1989

Issue #8

First Progress Report on the Presidential Search
Written Charge to the Committee
from the Board of Trustees
The Board of Trustees voted at its Fall Meeting to give this written charge to the
appointed Presidential Search Committee responsible for seeking the best possible
candidate(s) for the Presidency of Rollins College.
1. Develop a Statement of Desired Presidential Qualifications for approval by the
Executive Committee ofthe Board, to guide the search and selection process.
2. Develop a timetable that will enable the board of Trustees to receive the
recommendation ofthe committee by approximatelyApril 1,1990.
3. Conduct an active national search, to attract the most highly qualified
candidates.
4. Conduct the search to follow affirmative action guidelines.
5. Make regular reports about the progress ofthe search to the Board of Trustees
(through the Executive Committee), and the college community.
6. Observe strict confidentiality with respect to the names of candidates and the
sensitive discussions ofthe committee throughout the search, and beyond.
7. Recommend one candidate for the presidency to the Board of Trustees, having
available an alternate or alternates.
i^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^^^H^I

by Allan E. Keen, Chairman
Presidential Search Committee
I am pleased to provide this first report
on the presidential search for a successor to
Dr. Thaddeus Seymour. Because of the
wide interest in the search and its importance to the future of Rollins College, the
committee plans to make regular reports on
the search process and progress.
The committee held its organizational
meeting on Monday, November 6, and we
are scheduled to meet again on November
22.

„ As many of you know, the Presidential
Search Committee as established by the
Board of Trustees, is composed of the following:
Barbara Lawrence Alfond-Trustee, Samuel
C. Certo-Faculty, M. Craig CrimmingsAlumni, D. Larry Eng-Wilmot-Faculty,
George C. Grant-Administration, Allan E.
Keen, Chairman-Trustee, Clifton O. Moran Il-Student, Charles E. Rice-Trustee,
Leigh A. Sigman-Student, James W. SmallFaculty, Robert D. Smither-Faculty, and
Harold A. Ward Ill-Trustee.

ASL: Sign of the Times
at Many Universities
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bers ofthe committee on policies and procedures related to affirmative action.
Many members ofthe college community met with Dr. Ronald Stead and Dr.
Samuel Spencer ofthe ASCS during their
visit to campus on October 12 and 13.
Their report has been submitted to and
accepted by the committee, and two copies
have been placed on reserve in the Olin
Library and at the Brevard Campus. The
consultants reported that everyone was
most helpful during their visit. I want to
thank each person who met with them for
your time and assistance in helping their
analysis ofthe needs of Rollins.
Also at the organizational meeting,
we agreed on several procedural matters
that will guide our work. It is important to
emphasize that we plan to reach decisions
by consensus where possible. Further, we
agreed that the process will be open, but it
will be an absolute necessity to maintain
strict confidentiality with respect to the
names ofthe candidates. We all recognize
that most well-qualified candidates will
not explore this presidency if they cannot
be assured of such protection.
We also discussed a tentative timetable and plan for the search, but did not
take formal action. The overriding principle will be to take as long as is required
to conduct a thorough, effective, and credible search. On the other hand, we are

Search Continued on page 2

Let The Games Begin

The mens's and women's basketball teams open there home seasons
this week. The men play Ryerson Tech. on Friday the 17th at 7:30
haven't considered it a language. "A few and the women take on Valdosta State on Saturday the 18th at 7:00.

by Diana Scimorie
Question: What is the third most
widely used language in the USA?
Hint: It's also the one least likely to
be taught in the country's colleges.
The answer is American Sign Language, or ASL—second in usage only to
English and Spanish.
Surprised? Most people are. Even
though ASL is "spoken" by more than
sixteen million hearing-impaired people
in the USA (not including their family
members), until recently universities

I Inside

Phyllis H. Ramey, who has loyally
served the college for 25 years, has agreed
to serve as the Executive Secretary to the
committee. Her office will be located in the
Casa Iberia, on campus.
The trustees' written charge to the
Committee was accepted, and a copy of
said charge will follow.
The initial tasks ofthe committee will
be to discuss, at length, the priorities of
Rollins College for presidential leadership,
and the desired qualities and qualifications to be sought in the next president.
The conclusions ofthe committee on these
matters will be presented to the Executive
Committee of the Board to insure that
there is agreement before we begin to recruit candidates. At our first meeting, the
committee generally concurred with the
report of the Academic Search Consultation Service (ASCS). The ASCS report will
serve as a working document for the committee.
The committee also engaged ASCS to
assist us throughout the search selection
process.
The committee decided to hold an open
meeting on campus to seek additional suggestions and input about the type of person we should seek for the next president
of Rollins. The meeting will occur on November 15, 1989, at 3:30 p.m. in the Faculty Club.
We have invited James T. Bell, the
college's Affirmative Action Officer, to join
us at our next meeting to inform the mem-
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schools are beginning to offer it as an alternative to Spanish, French, and other
languages to fulfill foreign language requirements" says Erica Hirschman, a
senior here at Rollins.
Hirschman's interest in ASL began
when she was faced with the requirement of studying a foreign language to
fulfill her degree. "I knew I'd never use
French, Spanish, or Russian in my career," she says, "but there was no other
choice." Then she saw the film Children
of a Lesser God, about a music therapist
who uses ASL to communicate with
deaf children.
Hirschman decided ASL would be a
lot more useful to her career as a music
therapist, and discussed the idea with
Rollins' curriculum committee, they
gave her the green light to take ASL at
UCF. Hirschman says that class assignments such as test-driving a car at
a nearby Toyota dealership—all under
the guise of being deaf—gave her a new
appreciation for what it's like to be handicapped.
"What started out as a class became
a cause," she explains. She circulated a
petition at Rollins to get ASL on our curriculum. In just one week 400 students
signed—one-third of the student body.
As a result, Rollins began offering
an ASL course this past September.
The school now joins about 315 others
around the USA that are beginning to
recognize ASL as a language all its

ASL continued on page 2

Mike Reeves steals a rebound in a game that Rollins stole from Division 1
UCF last season*
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Students Support Graduate
Program in Counseling
The New Sandspur
Dear Editor:
I was totally unprepared for the get nothing but positive feedback about
announcement in my Tuesday evening the counseling program. As a student this
November 15, 1989
class three weeks ago that brought atten- term, I am beginning to understand and
tion to the fact that the Graduate Program participate in the pride that is felt about
in Counseling might cease to exist. This is this Counseling Program. I have never
Don Hensel Dave Herman Betsy Hill my first year in the program and I have advertised for the schools I have attended
been challenged by my classes and been previously, I do advertise for Rollins Coltouched by the caring attitude of both the lege, its Graduate Counseling Program in
News Editor
Kay McCarry
faculty and the students in the Counseling particular.
Current Events
Steve Berry
Greatness should not be measProgram. My career as a Rollins student
Features Editor
Erin Higgins
began this summer as a participant in the ured in quantity ~ whether it be financial,
Keith Boeck
Sports Editor
Eating Disorders Institute held on this numbers of students in the program, or the
Cindy Corbett Entertain. Editor
campus and sponsored by the Counseling size of its faculty. Greatness should be
Jude Alexander Forum Editor
Department. It was a class act. The measured by quality. That is the reason I
Patrick Crowley Layout Editor
speakers, many of them Rollins Counsel- chose Rollins over other qualified instituAndres Abril
Visuals Co-editor
ing
Program graduates, were top notch tions.
Tarita Virtue
Visuals Co-editor
and
held positions of respect in the counTracy Stetson
Calendar Editor
seling field throughout the country. I also
Michael Metcalf Artist
took advantage of my time on campus this
summer to quiz students currently enRissa Andres
rolled in the program as well as graduates Continued in Forum, page 4...
Ahmed Battla
about the strengths and weaknesses ofthe
Kate Backes
department. It came as a real surprise to
Sunita Bheecham
Bill Boyd
Susan Brown
Lane Campbell
Jonathan Chisdes
Judi Chisdes
John Dukes
Jen Foley
Anthony Gelsomino
Shannon Goessling
Anne Hall
Amanda Jacobson
Sean Kinane
by Kim Schorer
Lee Manwaring
Do you remember having read the rushingin. Unfortunately, I was the guilty
Sally Mautner
rules and regulations pertaining to the party. I knew that hot air popcorn poppers
Anne O'Neill
possession of electrical appliances in the were illegal, but I had used on in spite of
Jen Pitts
dorm rooms? I recall reading the rule this.
Chris Rizzolo
about not using hot air popcorn poppers in
The moral of this story is that if you
Monica Swanson
the dorms the summer before I arrived at plan on using a hot air popcorn popper, or
Brian Tuohy
Rollins. Thus, I didn't bring my popper to any other illegal appliance, be prepared for
school. I also remember reading the rule the consequences. The initial fine for setContributors:
one more time as I was flipping through ting the fire alarm off in a dorm is two
the rules in the R-Times.
hundred and fifty dollars. The prohibited
Throughout the year, however, I con- items are illegal for a reason; they do set
Alpha Tau Omega
tinually noticed how many other people the fire alarm off. Wouldn't you rather use
Jane Carpenter
had popcorn poppers and used them all the microwave popcorn than pay two hundred
Chi Omega
time in their rooms. This being the case, I and fifty dollars for a bowl of hot air popped
Chi Psi
didn't really understand why popcorn popcorn?
Classics Club
poppers were illegal. By Christmas time,
Don't take the chance of making evFine Arts
my roommate and I had a popper which we eryone evacuate the building, and most
Hunger Relief
frequently used with no problem, there- importantly, don't take the chance of
Stephanie Johnson
fore, I thought I would bring one with me making the fire department come to Rollins,
Allen E. Keen
this year. Everything was fine until one one more time, for an ignorant mistake
PhiMu
night when I was making popcorn. I set when they might really be needed elsePinehurst
the fire alarm off. Everyone in the build- where. Play it safe and don't use illegal
ing had to evacuate and the firemen came electrical appliances in your dorm rooms.
Kim Schorer
Diana Scimone
David Stein
Melanie Stein
Cont. from page 2
Volume 96, Issue #8

Regarding Popcorn
Poppers and Other
Appliances.**

ASL

We, the editorial board of The New
Sandspur extend a sincere standing
invitation to our readers to submit
articles on any subject they feel is
interesting, maddening,
thoughtprovoking, or of general interest to
the Rollins comunity. As the editors,
we reserve the right to correct
spelling,
punctuation,
and
grammatical errors; but, under no
circumstances will we alter the form
or import of the author's
ideas
without previous discussion
and
agreement. The New Sandspur is
your paper: we will always keep this
in mind. But we cannot succeed in
this goal without your support and
participation. Submit articles to The
New Sandspur at campus box 2742
or drop it by our office, Mills 307.

own—not j u s t "gestures in English,"
but a distinct language with its own
unique vocabulary, idioms, and grammar. Most of these universities simply offer ASL as a course, but a few
allow ASL to fulfill foreign language
requirements, including Boston College, Boston University, Catholic University ofAmerica, Harvard, New York
University, University of California,
and University of South Florida. [At
this time the ASL class at Rollins does
not fulfill the language requirement.
However, Hirshman hopes to see this
aspect implemented in the near future. "Everyone's input and cooperation, especially the foreign language
department's, is essential to see this
work," said Hirshman.]
In addition, because some high
schools now offer ASL as part of their
foreign language programs, some colleges are starting to accept these credits in place ofthe more popular Spanish and French.

Volume 96 Issue §8

Spending
Thanksgiving
Day in Orlando
If you are an international student, or
if it justisn't feasible for you to go home, the
holidays can be a lonely time. This Thanksgiving, however, you don't have to be alone.
Spend some time with a local family. The
Office of Student Activities and Organizations is screening local families for hosting
Rollins students during the Holidays.
If you would like to spend Thanksgiving
Day with a local family, simply call 6462624, or come by the Office of Student Activities, located in the Mills Memorial Center.

Search

Cont. from page 1

aware we m u s t keep the process moving,
particularly at t h e stage where we begin
to interact with prospective candidates.
We will be in a better position to outline
a definite timetable after the next meet-

ing.

Because lead time is required to post
the official announcement ofthe search,
the committee reviewed an advertisement which will appear in The Chronicle
of Higher Education on November 22
and 29... At about t h e time t h e announcem e n t is published, we will begin an active recruitment effort by contacting key
individuals around the nation to identify
well-qualified candidates for Rollins. In
addition, we will be asking members of
t h e Rollins community a n d the friends of
the college to recommend prospective
candidates.
I a m pleased with the quality of the
membership ofthe committee, their individual commitment, and the spirit of cooperation t h a t was evident in our first
meeting. With the support ofthe entire
campus community, the Board, and the
friends ofthe college, I a m confident that
the Presidential Search Committee will
attract extremely talented individuals to
consider this important position, which
will provide the leadership for Rollins
College into the 21st century.
Questions about the search process,
or on this first progress report, should be
directed to Allan E. Keen, Chairman, or
Phyllis H. Ramey, Executive Secretary.
Applications, nominations, and expressions of interest for the presidency of
Rollins College should be directed to:
Mr. Allan Keen, Trustee and Chairman;
Presidential Search Committee; Rollins
College; Campus Box 2747; Winter Park,
FL 32789.

Groups host speaker to de
fend conservative-based
economic theories

Gwartney's lecture is being hosted
Economics of discrimination...the effects of antipoverty programs on poverty and funded by the Rollins Economics Club,
(have they increased it?)...the transfer Rollins Pre-Law Society, Rollins College
society: The myth and the reality...the Productions and Intercollegiate Studies
economics of education....
Institute (ISI).
ISL, a national non-profit, non-partiThese are some of the topics that Dr.
James Gwartney may touch on during his san educational organization, is funding
lecture Monday night, November 27 at the majority of the lecture cost. ISI is
7:30 p.m. in the Galloway Room. The determined to present on campus the ideas
lecture, free and open to the public, will be that can reestablish our colleges and unifollowed by a question and answer session. versities as institutions that impart a truly
A Professor of Economics at Florida liberal arts education and thus further our
State University, Gwartney is the author American heritage. For 36 years, ISI has
of several books, most notably Economics: worked to preserve the principles of indiPrivate and Public Choice (with Richard vidual liberty and personal responsibility,
Stroup), one ofthe most widely-used texts limited government, private property and
on the principles of economicsin the United a free market economy, and moral norms
States. His articles have appeared in based on the classical and Judeo-Chrisnumerous publications, including the Wall tian tradition.
Street Journal, the New York Times,
For more information on the lecture
American Economic Review, and the Jour- contact Louis Ross at 679-7325 or Robert
nal of Political Economy.
Hartley at 646-2733.
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Nice
Going
America

LG,o,

by Stephen Berry
by Bill Boyd
The current conflicts and demonstrations in Eastern Europe represent an
outcry from the oppressed peoples behind the Iron Curtain. Mass demonstrations in Czekoslavakia, Hungary, East
Germany, and Poland called upon Soviet
Premier Gorbachev to act quickly and
decisively toward his policies of glasnost
and peristroika; however, Premier Gorbachev cannot respond to the public's
demands because his policies have r u n
amuck, or have they? If his policies of
glasnost and peristroika continue to receive a huge reception among Eastern
Europeans, Westerners, and Russians,
there does exist three difficult and crucial dilemmas: 1) another Russian Civil
War, 2) United States humiliation, and
• 3) an opportunity, for Communism, to
expose the "American Dream" (to some
an American myth generated from the
liberal consensus since 1945), as not being
conducive to economic equality and opportunity.
The first possible dilemma, the
fear of another Russian Civil War, pertains to the wants and desires of the
Soviet demonstrators, who demand Gorbachev to act in a more progressive fashion. Will they receive what they ask?
I do not believe so, since Russian
history confirms the inability ofthe Russian masses to take charge during troubled periods, especially when a national
figure needs to emerge and orchestrate
the proceedings of a provisional government. Moreover, if the Soviet regime collapsed unexpectedly, who or what political faction would, eventually, lead the
Russian nation to the "good-life?"
Even if a group or an individual
took the reigns of command, who's to say
that the given group or individual would
represent the will of the Russian populace. Previous provisional governments,
although confronting popular discontent—political, economical, and social—
have fallen to revolutionary activities;
just as Kerenskii fell before the feet of
Lenin and the Bolsheviks.
The second dilemma, United States
international humiliation, rests upon the
action or inaction ofthe United States. If
Premier Gorbachev decides lo crack the
whip (as he has in Armenia, Georgia,
Czekoslavakia, as well as upon a major
Russian newspaper editor) and to regain
hegemony over glasnost and peristroika,
the United States could assist Gorbachev
to relax Eastern European public tensions (possibly helping our major antagonist evolve into an even greater threat to
American democracy).
However, if the United States does
not take a stand to support and to further
the efforts of the demonstrators, Amer!ca, once again, exposes democracy as
weak and incompetent, just as Presidents Kennedy and Bush exemplified in
the "Bay of Pigs" and the Tianenmen
Massacre. The U.S. must decide whether
or not to pay lip service to the "American
Dream."
On a more imaginative level, Gorbachev may be calling the West's bluff;
filing the Western nations—namely the
United States and West Germany—to
Put their money (capitalist society) where
their mouth is. During the past few
weeks, East Germans have fled their
homes and joined their "brothers" in West
Germany. And as of November 8,1989,
East German borders have been called
openby East German Communist leader,

"we may be witnessing... not just the end
ofthe Cold War . . . but the end of history
as such: thatis, the end point of mankind's
ideological evolution and the universalization of Western liberal democracy as the
final form of human government."
- Francis Fukuyama

Is This Really the Best We Can Do
by Imagene Weatherman
In a recent article published inNational Interest Francis Fukuyama promulgated the end
of history, claiming that the Soviet Union's now moribund experiment in Marxism spelled
the end of ideological conflict as a force for historical change. American democratic
capitalism has won.
Now before we all start waxing euphoric about our victory, let me sober you up a bit.
If liberalism has won, that means the highest expression of man is a system predicated on
the notion that man is inherently self-serving and self-aggrandizing. (In case you missed
something, the central tennet of liberal capitalism is that "greed, for lack of a better term,
works.") And if all other systems have lost, that means that a system predicated on the
notion that man can "curb and transcend" his baser motives, that man can construct with
his fellows a community dedicated to the common good, such a system will never be. If capitalism really is the endproduct of ideological evolution, if it really is the best man can do,
then I'm glad history is over; maybe if no historians bother documenting the world's coming
kap-fest, succeeding generations will never know how badly we failed them.

The Final Word
by Bill Boyd
Thank you for your response regarding the content of "Affirmative Action: A Noble Idea
Shot to Hell," as well as, for having the courage to sound more offensive than I.
Yes, you quoted me correctly regarding the "guilt" clause. Moreover, you do not
refute it, and even take it a step further by implicating white Europeans— America's
ancestry. Isn't that special.
Next, you tell me that upon receiving emancipation, the biackman left the plantation with nothing, insinuating that America's white ancestry, mainly immigrants from
Ireland, Italy, and Germany, had been prepared to conquer the world. Well, you're
wrong. America's European ancestors never balled and complained, or needed an
organization to "equate" them with mainstream America. America is not about equality,
for equality produces mainstream mediocrity; America is about "equal opportunity," the
opportunity to achieve, through our many public educational facilities, financial security/stability through hard-work, not preferential treatment.
Yes, I did say that Affirmative Action fostered greater animosity between and
among racial or opposing groups;; Hence, the word "group." The idea of "group" isolates
individuals; groups do not integrate, for integration destroys the basic foundations of a
group— individual difference. Therefore, the only way Affirmative Action can become
effective is to break down the "group" concept of discrimination and establish an "individual" concept.
Why do I say this? Well, I believe that people disciminate towards groups
because groups symbolize an united frontal attack; while, on the other hand, people can
act amiably once removed from the group sphere. However, I am not trying to say that
discrimination does not exist, because it does. And since it does exist, the only way to
remedy the situation is through the "individual" concept, and the exchange of opinions.
I am all in favor of equality, as long as every "individual", of every race and sex,
can receive the same forms of assistance while preventing a "group" conflict— usually
aimed at the white, middle-class male.

Igor Krenz (probably after receiving orders from "Big Brother" Gorby).
With the flood gates wide open, the
capitalist phobia toward mass overcrowding and homelessness grows ever more inevitable among West Germany's major
cities.
However, t h i s r e p r e s e n t s
Gorbachev's opportunity, once and for all,
to expose democratic/capitalist rhetoric,
as being just that, only rhetoric!
Could Gorbachev purposely plan to
overburden the west while trying to salvage and to strengthen Soviet Communism? Without homes, food, jobs, or proper
medical care, the Eastern European might
reflect upon a time when the above necessities ensured life, a decent amount of happiness, and security rather than strug-

gling for almost nothing. Gorbachev could
want, in short, the Eastern Europeans to
observe, first hand, that capitalism does not
work. Capitalism ignores the needs of the impoverished.
Which of the above prophecies are
correct? I do not know; however, the United
States must keep all its intelligence avenues
a n d i n f o r m a t i o n l i n e s open b e c a u s e
Gorbachev's objective neither calls for democracy nor capitalism, but a "kinder, gentler" capitalism. Like Lenin's New Economic
Policy, Gorbachev wants to breathe life into a
degenerating, noncreati ve, and unproductive
system to compete in the world market. Yet,
Gorbachev, also knows that a severe crackdown may be necessary to return the status
quo to Soviet Russia.

Nice going America, it was hard fought
but you did it—you vanquished the evil
empire. Grab up a beer and pat your" selves on the back, you kicked some butt
and it's Miller time. But what's this? You
don't feel much like celebrating? But why
not?
Why indeed. Our arch-enemy lies
crippled before us, admitting we were
right all along, and we can't even muster
an "I told you so." The reason, I think, is
real simple—we're just too tired.
At the end of World War II America
stood at the pinnacle of its greatness—the
one time colony now an international collossus. Unfortunately, though, America
could not just have its way with the worl d—
another great power had risen in the East,
a n d seemed d e t e r m i n e d to t h w a r t
America's post-war plans. And if that
wasn't infuriating enough, America
couldn't even tell this new power where to
get off, because such brash (though warranted) reapprisals might result in an
entire world basking in an atomic glow.
America had two choices: it could stand
for something, present as always the image
of the benevolent community, ready to
lend a hand to anyone who requested
help; or it could stand against something,
hunker down and fight communism wherever it reared its ugly head.
It's always easier to stand against
something. Once you've got a "them", you
feel much better about yourself as an "us".
If they are evil, and you can define yourself as distinctly not like them, then you
must be good. Besides, us vs. them is
clean, it's simple, it doesn't require you to
do a lot of thinking on your own. You just
watch them, wait for them to do something, and then attempt to undo it. This is
the sort of brilliant strategy that not only
gets you into Vietnam, it gets you in real
deep.
Thus, America has for the past forty
years diverted its energies into the Cold
War. But the trouble with us/them strategies is that their comforting simplicity
masks the fact that they aren't realistic.
And when "they" decide that they've had
enough, the us/them construct falls
apart—the dam breaks and reality comes
flooding back in. This is why America
can't seem to celebrate its victory—for
four decades it has ignored reality in favor
ofbashing "them", and now it must slowly,
painfully, come to terms with the reality it
has wished so hard to ignore—America is
in decline.
It stings like a bitch don't it; to any
real American the word decline has four
letters. To even admit the possibility that
America could be declining mandates that
we throw out all those wonderful stories
we tell ourselves about how we are to endure forever as a model to all the world of
how you're supposed to do it. We were
supposed to be special, to be something altogether different, to be a country that
would pioneer a better, more humane,
world order. We were supposed to be
magic. Nobody believes that anymore,
America's grown much too cynical for that;
but, damn if it still don't hurt. Nothing
stings like the truth.

The New Sandspur
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FORUM
What Are the Problems With the S.G.A.?
by David Stein
Maybe I can see problems with
the student government because I
am not in it. I consider myself to be
an average, somewhat thoughtful
Rollins student who, while not being
completely apathetic, was never a
big "joiner." While I don't know the
intricate details of how the S.G.A.
functions, I will attempt to describe
the problems with the Rollins' student government system as I see
them.
To me, the problems start with
freshman elections. Freshman are
asked to select their representatives
to the S.G.A. during the first month
of school. While freshman representatives are important to bring the
views of their class to the attention of
S.G.A., I don't think freshman are
given enough time to know their candidates. I remember when I voted in
my freshman year. I knew two or
three ofthe candidates from classes,
so I voted for them. This doesn't "let
the best man win", necessarily.
Another problem with the S.G.A.
elections is the amount of money the
candidates spend. It appears that
the people with the most money, those
who could buy the most fliers, won
the elections. When I was a freshman, our current S.G.A. president,

Julie Hernandez, put a fortune cookie
in every box with a note that said
"Vote for Julie." People tend to remember novelties like this during
elections, but not everyone can afford
to do this.
Though elections are held every
year, it seems that the same people
always win. I think many students
figure that since these people were on
S.G.A. last year, they must know what
they are doing so they are re-elected.
As a result, a cliquish atmosphere
seems to have permeated the student
government. While the current S.G.A.
members are certainly college leaders, I believe there are a few more out
there that should have abetter chance
to be included.
Another problem with the S.G.A.
is that they are too far removed from
the students they are supposed to
serve. I believe this issue was brought
up last year and attempts were made
to relay what happened during S.G.A.
meetings to the students. This year, I
have seen no attempt to continue this
trend.
It was not until this year that I realized how much money the S.G.A.
controls. I believe the budget for the
1989-90 school year is approximately
$250,000. Where does all this money
go? I'm sure most of it goes for worth-

wile purposes, but I would still like to
know how it is spent. This leads to
another problem with S.G.A.: they
don't have to account to anybody. The
S.G.A. is able to spend money for any
purpose without the knowledge ofthe
Rollins community. Recently, I was
able to see a copy of S.G.A. expenditures since June 1989. This list was
more closely guarded than the sacred
Fox Day fox. While it contained many
nickel and dime expenditures, some
large bills stood out as for Dexter's and
the purchase of several airline tickets.
I'd like to know what these bills were
for.
I have thought a little about these
problems and have come up with a few
solutions I think are viable. First, the
use of posters, fliers, etc., in S.G.A.
elections should be banned. Instead,
the newspaper should run the picture
of each candidate along with a brief
introduction by the candidate indicating why they are qualified for the job
and why they want it. The newspaper
could also be used to publish abridged
minutes of regular S.G.A. meetings to
keep students informed of S.G.A. activities.
One way to bring an infusion of
"new blood" into the S.G.A. would be to
limit students to two consecutive terms
in S.G.A.. After two terms, the stu-

To the editors of The New Sandspur
Dear editors,
It has recently come to my attention that there is to be no general
referendum on the new SGA By-Laws.
Now, the new constitution was recently voted in, and, if I may say so, it
was railroaded through: we had two
days to look at it, and as I was rather
busy studying for exams on those two
days, I barely had time to scan the new
constitution before the polls closed. I
have since looked over the new
constitution more carefully and I have
noticed that most of the procedures
are to be described in the By-Laws.
What I mean to say is, it appears that
the student body has ratified a set of
by-laws (by extension of ratifying the
new constitution) which we have not
even seen. As the real nuts-and-bolts
powers, organization, operating procedures, and limitations are described
not in the constitution but in the ByLaws, I am hereby suggesting that the
new By-Laws be put to a referendum.
I am also disturbed by the new
budgeting policy, under which organizations now have to ask for money for
each specific event. The Jewish Students' League" is already "in the red"
because its members advanced money
for events and noone in the SGA told
us, even though we asked about budgets, that there was so much as a possibility that they were not going to hand
out budget money in the same way
that they had in the past.
But I digress. Think about it,
Rollins students, both those of you
who voted for the new SGA constitution
and those who were too busy to worry
about it: we have a new SGA
constitution; it was railroaded through;
it continually refers to "the By-Laws."
The By-Laws are specifically cited as
the description of:
a) enumerating the responsibili-

dent would not be allowed to run for
one year. Using this system, students active in S.G.A. would be able
to serve on S.G.A. three of their four
years while other students would also
be able to participate in the student
government.
Finally, on the issue of S.G.A.
funds. The S.G.A. should be required
to publish its budget, possibly at the
beginning and end ofthe each year to
show where money was intended to
go and where it went. Another way
would be to publish the expenditures
ofthe S.G.A. at the end of each month.
The Rollins community should be
made aware ofthe use of these funds.
One way to create a check on the
S.G.A. would be to form a committee,
made up of faculty and students who
are not in S.G.A., that would periodically audit the S.G.A.'s financial
books. While the committee would
not control S.G.A. funding, it would
provide a source of accountability for
the S.G.A.
These are the problems with
S.G.A. that I have noticed. Hopefully, the S.G.A. will take these problems and solutions into account. Only
through correcting these problems
can the S.G.A. become a group more
representative ofthe students.

As a matter of policy, <Ihe Jfeiv
Sandspur zvillonly publish articles
zuith tfit author's name on it;
hxnvcver,tke author's name can he
mthfteld upon request. 'Deadline
jor articles•.-:•• submitted
fof
•publication in the Jorum Section
iseachSaturday
at 5:00 pm.
Articles can be mailed to The 9{ezu
Sandspur at Campus <BOTC2742 of
slipped under the door of the office
in Mitts. If at all possible, please
type your articles on an Apple or
I'BM word processor, and submit
your dbfc along with a printed
copy.

ties of each branch ofthe SGA
power than the constitution in that
b) procedures for appointing the they describe each member's duties
and the SGA's procedures. I say the
President's Cabinet
c) manner of choosing officials, for student body as a whole should have a
example the head of each branch ofthe voice in approving or disapproving the
SGA (President, Vice-President, and By-Laws as well as the constitution. If
you agree with me, then let us call for
Chief Justice).
The By-Laws appear to outline all op- a vote. Let us suggest, no let us deerating procedures for the SGA, in- mand of the SGA to put the new Bycluding election and appointment Laws to a referendum. To this end we
procedures, and the responsibilities of can speak to each SGA officer and representative, we can write to The Sandeach officer and member.
We, the Rollins student body, have spur, we can discuss the issue with
ratified the new constitution and by other students; but let us continue to
extension the new By-Laws. But we press our point until we obtain our
have not seen the By-Laws. I ask you, objective. Give us the power of referRollins students, is this democratic? endum.
Are we assured a voice in student
government when we are not familiar Judi Chisdes
with the operating, let
Dear Editor:
alone voting,
I am a second-year student in the
procedures of
graduate program in counseling, and I
the Student
want to express my concern that the exisGovernment
tence of the program is in jeopardy. The
Association?
final decision will not affect my own graduI say we
ation. However, I believe that Rollins
College would be doing a great disservice
should have
It is my hope that the Rollins
to the growing Central Florida area if this
the right to
College faculty is made up ofthe quality I
excellent program was to be discontinued.
vote on the
have found in the Counseling Program.
There
is an increasing need for counselors
new
ByMay they be individualists, not a group of
Continued
in our community, and local agencies and
Laws; let us
uninformed faculty blindly caught up in
hospitals are very supportive of the proratify OR
the politics that generally surround a decigram at Rollins because ofthe professional
VETO them, from page 2
sion such as this. Rollins has a unique
quality of the Rollins graduates they
situation in their Graduate Counseling
as we see fit.
employ.
Program. Their students are treated as
Let us at
I hope that those who are in a
important individuals, not as numbers
least have
position to vote on whether or not the
being shuffled through a program. This "I
the chance to
program continues will come to the realiam special" treatment is why I choose to
choose
zation that whether the real issue is finanpay the higher price of tuition to attend
cial, or based on the rhetorical question of
whether to
Rollins College.
whether or not a counseling program is apapprove the
To Rollins I say, "Protect what
propriate
for a liberal arts curriculum, the
new
Byyou have. It is unique, it's special, and it's
benefits
derived
by the community as a
Laws or not.
worth preserving.
result
of
this
program
far outweigh either
The Byconsideration.
Laws have
Stephanie Johnson
Sincerely,
m u c h
Student in the Graduate Program in
Melanie K. Stein
Counseling
greater

Graduate
Counseling
Program

November 15,1989

Career Services
Corner
OUT-OF-STATE CAREER FAIRS- Atlanta, New York, Chicago, and New Jersey.
Students interested in finding a job out-ofstate have an opportunity to interview with
employers at career fairs. Some fairs have
deadlines for resumes. Interested students
should contact Career Services.
MOCK INTERVIEWING- November 2829. Studnets should sign u p in Career
Services to have a mock interview and
practice interview techniques. Times vary
and space is limited.
WHAT DO EMPLOYERS LOOK FOR
IN AN INTERVIEW? Employment recruiters from AT&T, NCNB, Florida Power
and Monroe Business Systems will discuss
interview preparation, format, and techniques. Meet in t h e Galloway Room on
Thursday, November 16 a t 6:30 p.m.
STARTING THE EDUCATIONAL J O B
SEARCH- Students will learn about resources and strategies for successful job
hunting in education. Sponsored by Kappa
Alpha Theta. Meet in Cross Hall on Wednesday, November 15 a t 7:00 p.m.

GROUP
SPEAK
PINEHURST
Pinehurst Grants Amnesty to Rollins
On Wednesday, November 15, Pinehurst
is proud to present Bruce Hofsfield, spokesperson for the Orlando chapter of Amnesty
International, at 6:30 p.m. in the Knowles
Memorial Chapel. Amnesty International
may be best known to Rollins students for its
series of superstar rock concerts featuring
such artists as Sting, Bruce Springsteen, U2,
Peter Gabriel, and others.
However, Amnesty reaches far beyond a
cause for performers to give time to. Amnesty actively involves its members in letter
writing campaigns to press for the release of
"prisoners of conscience," political prisoners
often held without reason and without trail
for simply voicing an opinion contrary to
what those in "authority^ have established.
These campaigns have been remarkably
successful, gaining the release of hundreds of
prisoners, and Amnesty's effort continue
constantly. Amnesty also takes stands on
other human rights issues, such as capital
punishment and other crimes against humanity. For its efforts, Amnesty International was awarded the 1979 Nobel Peace
Prize.
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Its All Greek to Me
AXBAEOrHI^KAMNOnOPZTY^S^
ATTENTION FRESHMEN MEN
The members of the Interfraternity
Council cordially invite all men interested
in Rush to attend "Greek Speak" on November 30, at 7:00 p.m. in Hauck Auditorium. Your questions about going through
Rush will be answered at this forum. Please
attend ifjoining a fraternity interests you.

CHI PSI
The Brothers of Chi Psi want to thank
the Sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta for helping us to sponsor the most informative and
provocative speech on "Drugs and Alcohol
ofthe '90's", given Wednesday, November
15 by Patrick Ward at Hooker Hall.
Look for our first "Employee Recognition Award" to be featured in the New
Sandspur next week. Thanks to everyone
for their nominations.
We are looking forward to co-sponsoring the ADEPTs all campus party this
week and we hope that everyone attends.
We are in the process of planning a big
weekend for December 1 and 2 when we
will be co-sponsoring a canned food drive
for t h e homeless with Kappa Kappa
Gamma and Chi Omega sororities. The
party will be held at the pool and admission is three cans of food or $2.00. Goodings Supermarket and WCPX-Channel 6
will be helping all of us to promote this
event.
Also, t h a t weekend we will be hosting
our first annual Softball Tournament, open
to the entire campus. For additional information please call Mike Reeves at ext.
2022. Trophies, donatedby ChiPsi, will be
awarded to the winners.
Chi Psi would also like to remind all of
the freshmen that the Greek Forum is set

Chi Omegas Nancy Phillips, Suzi Aaron, Mimi Harrington, Jenni Levitz, Allision Hicks and
Michelle Thrompose by Robert Palmer for a Simply Irresistable shot on Halloween.
for November 30 at 7:00 p.m. at Hauck Auditorium. We hope everyone will attend.
Finally, we would like to congratulate
the Rollins Men's Soccer Team and in particular, our brother, Rich Lorenzo, for a
great season.
Escort Service: Monday through Thursday from 11:00 p.m. to midnight at the library.

CHI OMEGA
Last weekend, Chi Omega selected t h e
executive council for 1990. Effective in
March the following sisters will hold offices—Mindy Mur ley-President; Jill Slavens-Vice President; Jennifer Malm-Secretary; Kelly Weidner-Tresurer; Leigh Sig-

man-Rush Chairman; Gina Paduano-Personnel; Beverly French-Pledge Trainer and
Anne Lloyd- Panhellenic representative.
The entire sorority congratulates and supports these newly elected leaders.
We also wish to recognize J e n Malm and
her Social Committee for making the Saturday night Crush Party a success and we
look forward to an equally exciting Fall
Formal on November 18 with Sea Escape
Cruise Lines.
Finally, Chi Omega welcomes Chapter
Visitor, Stacy Adams, to Rollins for a fourday stay. Her experience with other chapters will definitely benefit our organization
as we continue to look for ways to strengthen
all Greeks at Rollins.

PHIMU
Phi Mu thanks the Brothers of both Alpha Tau Omega and Tau Kappa Epsilon
fraternities for holding two recent events
with us. Both the Munster Mash Bash and
the "Get Dazed" parties were huge successes and we enjoyed getting to know all of
you. Thanks guys!
We would like to announce our involvement with the World Hunger Project. The
efforts of this group are vital to our community and Phi Mu encourages everyone to
participate in Fast Day this Thursday, November 16. Get involved with this outstanding group—the rewards are tremendous. Also, Phi Mu invites anyone interested in helping with Horses for Handicapped Program at Woodlands Camp to
accompany us on our next visit. Anyone
interested should contact Betsy at ext. 1921.
Phi Mu is sponsoring a lecture on Date
Rape and Alcohol Abuse this Monday in
the French House. This meeting will begin
at 6:30 and we invite everyone to attend
our discussion on these two important
topics.
Finally, congratulations go out to Betsy
Hill for recently getting an article published in the Orlando Sentinel, Kadi C. and
Noelle N., who both became aunts this
week, and Kristen Kletke, our brand new
pledge. Way to go Phi Mu!

This is a great opportunity for all members of the Rollins Community to learn more
about this organization and perhaps become
involved in the global protection of h u m a n
rights. Since Pinehurst itself stands for the
principles of diversity and the freedom of its
expression, we are particularly pleases to be
presenting this program to Rollins. We encourage Rollins' faculty , students, and
administration to explore with us what Amnesty International is all about.

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
CLASSICS CLUB
The Illegitimate Children of Zeus Continue
Activities
The Classics Club (better known as "The
Illegitimate Children of Zeus") had an excellent time at the Hellenic Food Festival in
Tarpoon Springs. Club members enjoyed a
wealthofGreekfoodandtookaboatride. We
took a first hand look at Tarpoon Springs'
sponge industry, the largest sponge market
in the world.
Any questions about membership of any
of the club functions can be answered by
Larry Levison, ext. 1969 or by Beth Hollinger, ext. 2959.

The Brothers of Alpha Tau Omega would
like to express their support for Alcohol
Awareness Week. We are very concerned
Alpha Tau Omegas Troy Matthews and Sam Stark assist Bruce Walters sort the shoes they collected with the problems of alcohol abuse and its
for the homeless.
impact on Rollins' social life. As part of
Alcohol Awareness Week, ATO is very
FINE ARTS HOUSE
proud to be involved with "Fantasy Dance"
New Orleans Trip Planned
Quarter-including art galleries and two free Saturday night, November 18.
The Fine Arts House is planning a trip
meals at given restaurants. All for $420.00!
ATO would also like to thank the Rollins
to New Orleans to culturally and artistiThe group will be leaving Orlando Air- community for their participation in the
cally experience the art galleries of the
port Thursday, J a n u a r y 18 at 8:00 a.m. and ATO Shoe Drive. In conjunction with
French Quarter. The price of the trip inwill be returning J a n u a r y 23 at 4:00 p.m. Orlando area shoe stores, we collected
cludes: five day lodging in the French
This is a wonderful oppourtinuty to experi- nearly 600 pairs of shoes for the homeless.
Quarter, round-trip airfare, three-day pass
ence New Orleans at a price that can't be We thank you for all of your generosity.
for Metro transit, guided tour ofthe French
beat!
GEORGE REMAINE/SENTINEL
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ACTIONS/ REACTIONS
Actions/ Reactions is a weekly column
in TheNew Sandspur used to present the
views of Rollins Community members on
various topics.
Last Thursday, the Orlando Sentinel printed the results of a survey titled,
"Whafs Hot on Florida's Campuses." This
poll, which represented the Rollins' student body claimed the following "hots:"
car-BMW; author-Maya Angelou; magazine-Sports Illustrated; major-English;
political topic-Gay Rights; beverage-any
cheap beer; snack- Dominos Pizza; movie"Sea of Love" and pick-up line-"You're a
lot more mature than most freshmen."
Were you, or anyone you know, polled
for this survey? Do you agree with the
generalizations made?
"I tend to agree with the results of this
survey. From what I see around me, the
poll seems pretty accurate. This, however, doesn't mean that this poll reflects
my ideas of what is hot and what is not.
I was not surveyed, nor have I heard of
anyone who was." Jesse Nickelson, sophomore.
"I wasn't asked to give my opinion for
the Sentinel survey, but I think it's an
accurate stereotype of Rollins. I think,
however, that there are hotter politicaltopics than Gay Rights." TySaal, sophomore.
"I didn't reply to any poll like this before. I disagree with the hottest magazine. With half of the students being
female, how can the most popular magazine be Sports Illustrated? The rest of
them are pretty relevant with what's
going on at Rollins now—especially with
Diversity Week's Gay Rights Day and
Maya Angelou's visit." Donna Brinkman, sophomore.
"I hadn't seen or heard of this survey
before, but we couldn't go wrong. I mean,
what Rollins had as the "hots" applies to
just about every school." Malon Meredith,
sophomore.
"I don't particularly agree with the
generalizations, but I feel that the statements made in the Sentinel are accurate
representations of the attitudes held by
Rollins students. Hopefully, we can develope a balance and grow." Jason Ditmer, freshman.

HUNGER RELIEF ORGANIZATION
A Fast for a World Harvest Thursday
The community of Rollins College
showed its support of world hunger from
its large donation of bread to be given to
the Christian Service Center. This display of concern at the St. Elizabeth of
Hungary Service at Knowles Memorial
Chapel last Sunday began World Hunger Week at Rollins College.
In communities across the country,
the Thursday before Thanksgiving has
become a special day to fast, to raise
funds and awareness as part of Oxfam
America's FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST. Oxfam America is an international agency that funds self-help development projects and disaster relief in
poor countries in Africa, Asia,Latin America and the Caribbean.
Give up eating for a meal or for a dayand donate the money saved to help
Oxfam Americafightworld hunger. The
sisters of Phi Mu Sorority and the members of the Hunger Relief Organization
will be taking donations in Beans, Tuesday through Thursday. You may experience the rewards of giving by donating

what it's like to go hungry, you'll know
how good it feels to help those who are.
Let us fast together. Let us join in a
common effort to share our abundance
and exercise our choice to express our
concern that others may eat.

EFFECTS OF ALCOHOL
APPROXIMATE BLOOD ALCOHOL PERCENTAGE
Drinks
1
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3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Body Weight in Pounds
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.16
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.30
.25
.21
.34
.28
.24
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.31
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What1 S
by Jane Carpenter
It's Thursday, laundry day1. Time to
drag out the overstuffed laundry bag from
the closet and attempt to sort a week's
worth of dirty clothes, the mere thought of
it makes me dream ofthe magical laundry
chute in the Land of Home, where dirty
clothes mysteriously reappeared white and
bright.
It's Friday, laundry day. The once overstuffed laundry bag has now swelled to
gross proportion. I can't put it off any
longer, today the laundry must be done.
But the familiar apprehension sets in, and
I let it taint my better judgment. After all,
there are still a few things in the bottom of
the drawer that I could wear.
It's Saturday, but really, today is laundry day. The overstuffed, swollen laundry
bag is now ready to walk itself to the washingmachine. After taking a deep breath, I
dig out a bright orange box with those everpresent words "new and improved" scrawled
in the corner and head for the machines.
I guess the guy waiting for the next free
washer must have seen my new pet laundry bag walking behind me, guided by its
rope leash because he cleared out pretty
quickly. I was alone with the heavy-duty

money from your RCard. You are also
encouraged to experience what it is like
to go hungry by participating in the fast.
There will be a
special service in
Knowles Memorial
Chapel on November
15 at 9:00 p.m. commencing the fast.
Juice and other refreshments will be
available during the
Fast Day, November
16, at the Sullivan
House. The fast will
end at 6:00 p.m. with
Break-Fast at the
Sullivan House with a slide show, bread
and soup.
The Hunger Relief Organization calls
on the Rollins community to show its
concern and participate as well as donate on Fast Day. You'll not only feel

UHlHVi

washing machines, the bright orange box,
and, of course, the living laundry bag.
Sheepishly, I pulled out the typed list ofthe
sacred "laundry laws" that the fairy godmother of the Magical Kingdom of Home
wisely prepared for me. Fourteen laws
seemed to glare at me from the page. Fourteen Laws! When does the fairy godmother
ofthe laundry find time to moonlight as the
suppertime chef of
"Le Restaurant de
Home"? Deciding
that I wasn't shooting for an award for
the cleanest whites
and brightest brights,
I skimmed over the
laundry laws before
refolding t h e m to
their former position
and hiding them in the side pocket of my
laundry bag, where they will probably sit
for the remainder of the year.
I quickly condensed the laundry laws
into a three-fold plan. First step, SORT
CLOTHES. This is harder than it seems. I
can't handle these value judgments as to
whether my patterned shirts are to be classified as darks of lights. There is always

160
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some confusion when it comes to gray, also.
After a somewhat successful dissection of
the laundry bag beast, I had finally progressed to the next step.
ADD DETERGENT. The back of the
orange box had cute little pictures of measuring cups along with a couple ofrules of its
own. I should have guessed that this would
be absolutely no help to me at all because of
course the box had
not come with one of
t h o s e cute l i t t l e
measuring cups. Estimation was never
one of my strengths,
but I was determined
to make this compact
version of laundry
l a w s work, so I
waited for the white
powder rain to settle on my clothes until it
seemed enough for the job.
Final step, SET WATER TEMPERATURE. Whites called for hot water and the
darks were to go in cold. Since I fudged the
sorting clothes step, I figured that warm
would be the safest setting—not to mention
the fact that the washer was already set
there so someone else must have followed

the same reasoning. I put my quarters in
and let the machine take over.
The first hurdle had been crossed and
part two of the laundry seemed a lot less
complicated. The dryer wasn't as intimidating, since it only has one button. I
remembered that I was forewarned to take
out T-shirts before they got completely dry
as to avoid ironing, but sorting through the
huge mass of wet clothes hardly seemed
worth a wrinkle-free T-shirt. The end was
near.
There was that wonderful fragrance of
clean clothes that are fresh from the dryer
floating out ofthe laundry room and down
the hall. The scent must have served as a
safety signal that the laundry beast had
been tamed because the guy who had previously abandoned me returned to the washing machines with a beast of his own.
The warm clothes stacked on my bed
would have made even the laundry fairy
godmother proud. Satisfied with my accomplishment, I breathed a sign of relief
that I wouldn't have to visit the laundry
room again until next Thursday.. .Friday •
. . well, definitely by Saturday.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Coming Full Circle
C. L. Corbett
"The more things change, the more
they remain the same." I forget who said
that but I do know t h a t it was someone
great. Shakespeare, maybe. Well, whoever it was, thf y were right.
I mention this because I read in the
Orlando Sentinel the other day where The'
Brierpatch (that's the restaurant next to
Victoria's Secret) is soon going to change
management. The new management
happens to be none other than the former
owners of East India. For those of you
faithless people who have forgotten, East
India used to be the quaint, charming little
ice cream shop next to what is now
Federucci's Marketessen (formerly the
Marketessen). Now it's just a big hole.
Confused yet? Well you should be, because
none of this has anything whatsoever to do
with things remaining the same because
they're changing.
The reason I quoted that unknown
famous person is because The Brierpatch
used to be The YumYum Tree, which was,
you guessed it, an ice cream shop. Get it
now? From an ice cream shop to a restaurant, back to an ice cream shop. Plus the
same article mentioned as how the new
owners ofthe old East India (those would
be the people who own Park Plaza Gardens) are going to turn what used to be the
East India ice cream shop into . . . an ice
cream shop. (Now all we need is for the
people who own Le Cordon Bleu - the
French restaurant on Fairbanks - to take

over the new management of La Belle
Verriere - the French restaurant on Park
Ave. - which just changed management
last year.) So basically, what this all
amounts to is that the same people who
own all the old businesses on Park Ave.
also own all the new businesses on Park
Ave., they just keep switching buildings.
(Which makes just about as much sense as
anything else that happens in Central
Florida.)
I wouldn't even bring any of this up,
but (there's always a but, isn't there) I was
chatting with a friend of mine who also
grew up in this area, and we chanced to
discuss all the changes that have occurred
on Park Avenue since we could remember.
And of course we mentioned East India
closing, and reopening - under a different
name, I'm assuming - at The Brierpatch,
and hey wait a minute, wasn't that where
the YumYum Shop used to be? So I went
and asked, et voila, it certainly was. Except they called it the YumYum Tree, which
I don't remember, but hey, I was only 6
years old at the time. What do I know?
I do know that I used to love the
YumYum Whatever-It-Was-Called. It had
these red and white striped chairs and the
backs were made of wrought iron, painted
white and heart shaped. (Gee, kinda like
some ofthe chairs at East India.) Actually,
as I far as I can recall, the whole place was
pretty much red and white and pink. And
the ice cream was delicious. Of course,
when you're six all ice cream is delicious,

- The Friends ofthe Cornell Fine Arts
Museum want to remind everyone that
they meet the fourth Monday of every
month of the school year (that would be
September-May) at the Museum, at 10:00
AM. This is for people interested in supporting"the educational, cultural and social
activities of the Museum." Information
can be had by calling 646-2526.
- Those fine folks up Sanford way, the
Sanford Historic Trust to be exact, will be
presenting their first annual "Holiday
Interior Tour of Homes". This features a
tour of eight homes in the historic district.
It's a-happenin' on Saturday, December 2,
2-7 PM. Tickets are only $10.00/person,
but if you nab a date, it's $15.00 for two
tickets. Incidentally, this little shindig
kicks off "Light Up Sanford" and that city's
St. Lucia Festival.
Well, that's what's going on around
town. Stay tuned for our next issue - well
have the lowdown from Dr. Arthur Blumenthal, Director of the Cornell Fine Arts
Museum, as well as another interview in
our series on Rollins students and grads,
when Jesse Wolfe shares some insights on
post-college existence. (Jesse, as some of
you may know, is a member of the local
band, Little Giants, as well as part-owner
of Federucci's Marketessen, which used to
be the Marketessen, which used to b e . . . oh
nevermind.)
Have a happy and safe Thanksgiving,
and if you haven't seen it yet, go see "The
Bear".

My Parents Are Puerto
Rican and I Am Proud

Joy of
Reading
Jen Pitts
Finally, it's the weekend.
Stressful isn't strong enough of
an adjective to describe the kind
of week it's been. Now that I
finally have time to relax I think
I'll read for a little bit. Yes, I did
say read. No, I'm not talking
I
about the kind of reading that
you do for classes. Please, I'm not that
sadistic. I'm talking about the kind of
reading like magazines or fun books.
Reading that doesn't require highlighter
pens or for you to remember every little
detail for an exam. Over the summer I
learned how I much I missed reading, and
now I'm trying to get back into that frame
of mind.
Before I started college I used to read
often when I had free time. My first semester of college changed that. After spending
hours reading textbooks and trying to
memorize the important points, the idea of
reading for pleasure went right out the
window.
Instead of spending some of free time
reading, I turned to the television. Yes, I
became a t.v. junkie. This summer I didn't
have a t.v., so I had to find something else
to do. At first I panicked, then I remembered the good old library. I brushed the
dust of the old public library card and
headed to the library.
What a concept — walking into a library and not having to find information
for a research paper! I could pick any book
°r magazine I wanted. I left the library
with seven books that day and did so every
week.
All summer I read. I devoured every
book and magazine I could get my hands
on, except T.V. Guide. It was wonderful
just to sit down with a good book and relax.
No highlighter pens, no notes, no worries
about would such and such a character be
on the test!
I really enjoyed the reading I got to do

but one flavor in particular was especially
good. It was vanilla with peppermint stick
candy crushed in, and probably something
else, but I don't remember that much.
When my parents would take us to the
Winter Park Sidewalk Art Festival in the
Spring, they would always get us an ice
cream cone at the YumYum Tree/Shop/
Whatever. Until it closed. Then we went
to East India. (Of course, now that both
are closed, I don't know where to get an ice
cream cone after the Spring Art Festival
anymore, unless both new ice cream shops
open by then. Or maybe, because this is all
so confusing, I won't even get an ice cream
cone. Maybe I won't even go to the festival.
Maybe I'll just stay at home until everyone
on Park Avenue finishes moving around.)
So anyway, that's why I say that
famous quote. Because, being the proud
native Floridian that I am, I remember all
these things changing from one thing to
another, only to change back to what they
were in the first place. Which may account
for the confused mental state in which I
exist t o d a y . . . While we're on the subject,
does anyone remember what Park Promenade Jewelers used to be before it was
Park Promenade Jewelers? Because I
don't, and it's driving me crazy.
Some new notes on the hip happenings in the Greater Orlando Metropolitan
Area:
- Don't forget the Hemlock Society's
Thanksgiving Dinner on Saturday, November 18. It's going to be at 12:30 PM at

this summer, so I promised myself I
wouldn't stop once I returned to Rollins.
Obviously, I had lost a few brain cells this
summer or I would have realized that it
was easier said than done! For the first
two months of school I was overwhelmed
by all the reading I had to do for classes.
After doing my work, I fell back into my old
habit of watching t.v.
It wasn't until recently that I remembered what I had told myself before school
started. I was attempting to clean my
room when I came across some mystery
novels that I read this summer. I sat down
for a moment, and read bits and pieces of
the books. Well, my room never got clean,
but I had a great time reading.
"It's time for me to keep my promise," I
said, so I headed to the bookstore to buy
some magazines. It was a good idea to
start with magazines because I started
preparing myself to analyze the material
before I read it. "O.K., keep in mind about
the theme to this story, Jen, " I'd say to
myself and then I would start reading.
Yep, there I was starting to find the theme
in an article about the latest movie premiere in People magazine. Scary thought,
isn't it? Well, after two seconds I came to
my senses and began to read just for the
sheer pleasure.
During some of my few free moments,
I've been reading magazines and during
Thanksgiving break Fll attempt to read
my some mystery novels. Ifyou need a way
to relax, Ihighly recommendreading. Hey,
you're off to a good start reading my article!

Ann C. O'Neill
"Daddy, I have to tell you something that I know will upset you. I have
a boyfriend."
"I see, And how old are you, young
lady?"
"Twelve and a half."
"How many boyfriends are you going
to have before you're married if you
start now?"
"I don't know."
If this conversation sounds odd and
unfamiliar, maybe it's because you didn't
grow up in a Puerto Rican household
with traditional Catholic parents.
Needless to say, I did. They could never
understand why girls liked boys or whj
girls would go out with someone if the)
were not contemplating marriage. This
logic is typical of Hispanic parents.
My father was reared by his mother.
She is a deeply religious woman who literally implanted in his mind that double
standards for boys and girls shouldexist.
It was not respectable for decent girls tc
go out unchaperoned. Boys, on the other
hand, were given the freedom to behave
according to their whims. You can see
how my father would respond to a girl
who had a liberal mind of her own.
My mother, now, was brought up bj
her aunt and grandmother. They were
very strict with her when it came tc
going out with friends or having fun.
Believe it or not, my mother got married
to her first boyfriend, upon turning
twenty. This boyfriend is my father
today. They have been married for
twenty-three years and can't understand
why it doesn't work out the same wa>
with all other couples.
I have often attempted to inform
them of the difficulties involved with
growing up and dealing with members
ofthe opposite sex in the society I live in
today.

"Mom, Ricky invited me to the
movies tonight. Can I go?"
"Well, I don't know. Ask your father."
"Dad, Ricky invited me to the movies tonight. Can I go?"
"I don't know. Ask your mother."
This is ridiculous, neither of them
want to decide, I thought to myself. Finally, they would discuss it: "Sweetie, I
think you are too young to go to the
movies alone with a boy. You can go
with Paul (my brother)."
Can you believe that? What if Paul
doesn't feel like tagging along. My
parents decided I should take my little
brother along, and even worse, I accept
the fact that this is the only way I am
going to be able to go out that night.
Ring, ring. "Hello. Ricky, I am
sorry, but my parents will only let me go
if I take along my little brother."
"Oh. Well, I guess it's okay. Ill pick
you up at 6:00. Okay?"
"Okay. Bye."
It took me awhile, but I finally realized that they were making good decisions which were molding me into a
morally conscientious human being.
Even though I still become angered by
their regulations, I am extremely proud
to have conservative Hispanic parents
who love me enough to abide by what
their parents, and now they, believe to
be right.
I feel confident I, too, will commit to
their high Puerto Rican standards when
I become a parent. It actually feels as
though I will somehow be promoting my
Spanish heritage, and my pride in it, for
future generations.
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A Glimpse of a
Different World
Ann C. O'Neill
I am wearing the most comfortable
shoes in the whole world, my new brown
suede Indian moccasins. What I find exciting bout them is that they were made by
hand (Indian hands!) Since I was very
young I've had an obsession with being an
Indian princess.
Last weekendl had the opportunity to
engage in an opportunity to engage in a
great experience with a group of Indians at
the Orlando Powwow. It took place on the
Central Florida Fairgrounds. There was
alligator wrestling, dancing, many other
Indian customs, and a display of Indian
Art. There were so many Indians around
I couldn't help observing their every expression.
After having looked through the program for a few seconds, I noticed a picture
of Tina Osceola, a Rollins graduate. It
made the event even more touching, knowing she was one ofthe head dancers for the
weekend.
Probably the best part ofthe Powwow
took place during the night. Rollins Col-

lege students, in addition to others, were
invited to share an evening with the Indians. They all camped out together which
turned out to be a fruitful experience for all
those who had the opportunity to spend
the night.
During that weekend, I h a d my first
taste of "fry bread." Upon tasting it I
realized it was similar to an island treat
called johnny cake. Unfortunately, I did
not enjoy the fry bread, but took great
pleasure in discovering a similarity between American Indian dishes, and those
ofthe Carib Indians.
Another insight I had that weekend
was finding the American Indian arts
extremely similar to those of the South
American Indians. These crafts, although
not exactly identical, can be paralleled
very nicely. One area of distinct difference
in their arts was found in the jewelry. The
South American Indians work much more
with beads and wire, whereas the American Indians seem to set turquoise, red
coral, an other shells in silver jewelry more
often than their bead work.
I could spend a
week looking at all
the arts, crafts, and
jewelry t h a t were
displayed by each
individual group of
Indian vendors.
The experience
was definitely an
enriching one. I became so much more
culturally aware of
the existence of the
American Indians,
and I could not help
but feel a little sad
about their past.
Suddenly, I discovered a sense of
pride in the American Indians. They
had maintained
their culture despite great odds.
They are beautiful
people, with a
beautiful culture,
and have a great
deal to offer mankind.

THEATRE
Civic Theatre- "The Nerd". November 3-19.
- "Burn This". November 1012,16-19.1001 E.Princeton St.
Information: 896-7365.
The Mark Two Dinner Theater
- "Funny Girl" October 25December 3. Showtimes vary.
3376 Edgewater Drive. Call
the Box Office for more information: 843-6275.

ART
Orlando Museum of Art - Joe Goode/
Jerry McMillan/Edward Ruscha exhibit - "three nationally recognized
artists working on the cutting edge
of the American contemporary art
scene." September24-December3,
1989. 2416 N. Mills Avenue (1792), Orlando Loch Haven Park.
- William Harper: Artist as Alchemist - "a retrospective exhibit of
Oris] unique jewelry." November 4
- December 10,1989.
Information for the Orlando Museum of Art: 896-4231.

Orlando Shakespeare Festival - "The
Taming ofthe Shrew" - Shakespeare's
classic comedy on the battle of the
sexes. November 17, 25, 26, 30, December 1.
- "The Tempest". November 18,19,
24, December 2, 3. 8 PM curtain, 7
PM Sunday curtain. Lake Eola Park
Amphitheatre. FREE! Ticket Information: 839-3900.
Seminole Community College- "How
the Other Half Loves". November 30,
December 1,2,8,9,8 PM, December 3,
10,1:30 PM. SCC Campus. Information: 843-7001.

WPRK Broadcast
Schedule:
Monday
6:00-7:30
7:30-9:00
9:00-10:30
10:30-12 AM

Craig St Jay J.
Ty
8c Andy
Scarlett St Wendy
Amos St Bart

Dead Air
Classics
Progressive
Classics

Tuesday
6:00-7:30
7 .30-9:00
9:00-10:30
10:30-12 AM

Sar Vance
Noel Villajuan
Warren St Tom
Action St Steele

Classics
Jazz
Progressiva
Classics'

Wednesday
6:00-7:30
Fennel 1 St Friends
7:30-9:00
New D.J.'s
9:00-10:30
Paul St Bob
10:30-12 AM Tony St Dave

Classics/Metal
Variety
Classics
Metal

Thursday
6:00-7:30
7:30-9:00
9:00-10:30
10:30-12 AM

Will St Jon
Chase St Jen
Brodie St Britt
Ralph St Jose

Friday
6:00-8:00
8:00-9:00
9:00-10:30
10:30-12 AM

David Curry
New D.J.'s
Phil Z.
New D.J.'s

SO's and 60's
Variety
Progressive
Variety

Saturday
6:00-7:30
7:30-9:00
9:00-10:30
10:30-12 AM

New D.J.'s
Eric Z
John St Hob
Patrick St Sasha

Variety
Reggae
Classics
Progressive * Locals

Sunday
6:00-7:30
7:30-9:00
9:00-10:30
10:30-12:00

John 2045 St Axel Foley
Laura H.
Steve St Woody
New D.J.'s

Progressive/Classics
Progressive
Talk/Classics
Variety

Progressive
Progressive
Classics
Rap

1k\X\m tolltip Sktoa
No

Commercials

Latest Concert Information
National, Local, and Rollins N e w
Prize & Ticket Give Aways Every Day 1

646 2398
MUSIC
Central Florida Jazz Society - 2 local
high school bands, plus a special guest!
Sunday, November 19,1989, 2:00 - 5:00
PM. Chris's House of Beef, 801 John
Young Parkway, Orlando. Information:
629-6820.
Florida Symphony Orchestra - Masterworks Concert 4 - selections from Haydn,
Saint-Saens, Vivaldi, and Lutoslawski.
Kenneth Jean conducts. Featuring Richard Posner, violin, and Susan Harris,
piccolo. November 30, December 2, 8
PM. Carr Performing Arts Centre.
- Pops Concert 3, Annual Holiday Concert. December 9, 8 PM. Carr Performing Arts Centre.
Information for FSO: 894-2011.
Orlando Opera Company - "II Trovatore". November 17 (8 PM), November
19 (2 PM), November 21 (7:30PM). Carr
Performing Arts Centre. Information:
896-SONG.

FILM
The Enzian - "Ninotchka". November 17-19. "Sammy and Rosie . . .",
"Heavy Petting". November 21 December 3. Showtimes vary. 1300
S. Orlando Avenue(17-92). Information: 644-4662.
SOCIAL EVENTS/MISCELLANEOUS ENTERTAINMENT
Laser Light Shows - Every Friday &
Saturday night at the John Young
Planetarium, Orlando Science Center, Loch haven Park, 810 E. Rollins
St. "Guns 'n Roses", 9 & 10 PM, "Pink
Floyd - The Wall", 11 PM. $4.00 per
person. Shows run through November 25. Information: 896-7151.

Brevard County Fair: November 919, 1989. Special features include
Joan Jett & the Blackhearts, George
Thorogood & the Destoyers, 38 Special and Lisa Lisa & the Cult Jam.
Seminole Community College - Fall Cho- There will also be various shows and
ral Concert. November 19,3 PM. Semi- contests. Information: (407) 633nole Community College Campus. In- 4028.
formation: 323-1450.
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SPORTS
Sjkovtdfate

Lady Tars Break Most Wins Record
1989 season record of 33-9

1987 mark of 32-10 with Stetson win

"They did me proud"
"They did me proud," said Rollins
sailing coach Bud Morrow as his sailors
made a clean sweep at the the Wild Turkey Regatta in Gainesville. Rollins took
first or second in every category despite
some alleged juggling of the matchups
according to Morrow. The sailors took
first in "A" Division, first in "B "Division,
first and second in Sunfish and first and
second in sailboards. Mary Pelham, a
freshman from Jenkintown, Pa, was
voted most outstanding sailor by her
teammates as she won 7 out of 10 races
in the Sunfish Division. She is a Premed major.

First>round proves u n l u c k y
Three Rollins players competed in the
Rolex Collegiate Regionals in Tallahassee
this past weekend, Jenny Miller, Leslie
Jones, and Miki Rakovic, and, unfortunately, all were defeated in the first round.
Rakovic and Jones competed in doubles as
well. Coach Bev Buckley played in the
Les Grandes Dames Tournament at
Heathrow this past weekend. She and
her partner were defeated in the doubles
semifinals.

Lady Tars place fourth
The Lady Tar golfers finished a credible 4th at the Lady Blazer Invitational in
Birmingham this past weekend. South
Alabama won the event, followed by Memphis State, Ole Miss, and Rollins. Sarah
Johnson was 10th overall, Debbie Pappas
21st, Nicole Hollett 26th, Torey Doney
27th, and Debbie Mollis 30th.

by Rissa Andres
With less than a week left in the
season, the Lady Tars volleyball team
looks to close the season with a big conference win. The Tars will face top-ranked
Florida Southern who is undefeated thus
far in conference play, this Thursday evening. The win would be a great way for
Rollins to finish the year.
Last Wednesday Rollins traveled to Stetson and beat the Hatters quite
easily in four games, but the Tars had
beaten Stetson earlier this season in just
three. Coach Patterson was happy with
the win and said the team had played
well.
Senior Jacci Wozniak was named
Sunshine State Conference Player ofthe
Week. Patterson commented on how well
she has been playing and labeled Wozniak
as "a great motivator." Wozniak, along
with fellow teammate Falecia Douglas,
was named to the all tournament team
from last week's tourney in West Georgia.
Friday night the Tars tried to
recapture a tie in the conference with
Tampa as v they faced the Spartans in a
tough away match. Rollins played a much
better game than they had when they
faced Tampa here, but the effort still
wasn't enough. The Tars lost in three
games.
Patterson commented that the
team mighthave been a little intimidated
by Tampa, who hasn't lost to Rollins for
quite some time. She also noted that
Rollins lacks players who can play both
front and back court, and that hurt when
she was looking to substitute players.
Patterson said Tampa had more players

This Week in the
NFL: Week Ten
by Brian Tuohy

Miami 31, NY Jets 23
Miami rallied from a 17-point
second quarter deficit to defeat the Jets to
remain one game behind division leading
Buffalo. Dan Marino, who threw two first
half interceptions, warmed up in the second half, throwing two touchdown passes
for 78 and 65 yards. In the second quarter, Miami kicker Pete Stovanovich kicked
a 59 yard field goal, the third longest in
history.

Phoenix 24, Dallas 20
Tom Tupa replaced Gary Hogeboom at quarterback to help the Cardinals beat the Cowboys. Tupa put up 17
fourth quarter points to rally the Cardinals, including the game winning 72-yard
touchdown pass to Ernie Jones with less
than a minute left. Troy Aikman, who
was sidelined six weeks ago, took over the
quarterback job and completed 21 of 40
passes for 379 yards and two touchdowns,
including a 75 yard pass with 1:43 left,
which gave Dallas the lead momentarily.
Phoenix improved their record to 5-5 and
Dallas dropped to 1-9.

LA Rams 31, NY Giants 10
Jim Everett completed 23 of 33
passes for 295 yards and two touchdowns
and Greg Bell ran for two touchdowns to

lead the Rams over the Giants. With the
win, the Rams ended a four game losing
streak and ended the Giants four game
winning streak. The Rams' defense contributed by holding the Giants to six yards
total rushing and sacked Phil Simms four
times.

New Orleans 28, N. England 24
New Orleans jumped out to a
28-10 halftime lead and managed to hold
off a late fourth quarter rally as the Saints
improved to 5-5. Dalton Hilliard ran for
106 yards on 28 carries to help the Saints
take advantage of three second quarter
turnovers which eventually led to 21
points. Steve Grogan had a bad day only
completing 27 of 59 attempts but helped
the Patriots score two touchdowns in the
last five minutes.

Other Scores:
Buffalo 30, Indianapolis 7
Chicago 20, Pittsburgh 0
Cleveland 17, Seattle 7
Detroit 31, Green Bay 22
Minnesota 2 4 , Tampa Bay 10
San Diego 1 4 , LA Raiders 12
San Francisco 10, Philadelphia 3
Houston 26, Cinncinatti 24

who could play
in all positions,
which greatly
benefitted
them.
S o p h o m or e
standout Anna
Penry
still
hasn't played
for t h e T a r s
since she hurt
her ankle a few
weeks
ago.
Patterson
hopes to have
her back this
week
when
they face Florida Southern, a
team t h a t is
currently first
in conference
play
and
ranked tenth in
Division II volleyball. This
g a m e , which
will be played
November 16
at the Enyart
Alumni Fieldhouse, is the
Tars'last home
g a m e of t h e
season and it is
also
senior
night.
Rollins will
play at St. Leo
Tuesday night.

Wozniak helped spike the Tars past Stetson this week, photo by Andrea Abril

Scoreboard
Intramural Men's Flag
Football Standings
Through November 13
Blue Division
Team
1. Phi Delta Theta
2. The Establishment
3. Sigma Phi Epsilon
4. RAP
5. Indies I
6. Bushwackers

Record
7-2
6-2-1
5-1
5-5
4-5
0-8

Gold Division
Record
Team
8-0
1. Alpha Tau Omega
7-2-1
2. X-Club
5-4
3. Crummer
4-4
4. Chi Psi
2-7
5. Rednecks
0-7
6. Streakers
Standings are based on points: 2points for win,
1 point for ties

NFX. Sandspur Experts Picks:
Week Eleven
Game

Brian vs. Lane

Tar Home Sports Calendar
The Week of Nov: 15-22:
Men's Basketball:
17 Friday vs Ryerson Tech (exhib.) 7:30P.M.
21 Tuesday vs Monmouth
7:30 P.M.
Women's Basketball:
18 Saturday vs Valdosta State
21 Tuesday vs Monmouth

7:00 P.M.
5:30 P.M.

Women's Volleyball:
Nov 16 Thurs vs. Florida Southern 7:30 P.M.
Women'sTennis:
24 Friday vs Stanford (at Grenelefe) 1:30 P.M.

Lady Tar Volleyball
Sunshine State Conference Standings
Through November 11
Record Pet. Conf.
Team
Fla. Southern 31-5 .861 10-0
25-11 .694 9-1
Tampa
33-9 .756 7-3
Rollins
7-13 .350 3-4
Barry
13-10 .565 3-6
Eckerd
.272 2-8
3-8
St.Leo
6-17 .261 1-12
FIT

Pet.
1.000
.900
.700
.429
.333
.200
.083

Buffalo @ New England
Buffalo Buffalo
Detroit @ Cinncinatti
Cinn
Cinn
Last Week's Results
Green Bay @ San Francisco SF
SF
Kansas City @ Cleveland
KC
Cleveland Tuesday (Nov. 14): Rollins defeated Stetson
LA Raiders @ Houston
Houston Houston Friday: Tampa defeated Rollins
Miami @ Dallas
Miami
Miami
Minnesota @ Philadelphia Phil
Phil
Trivia Question: This Week's
New Orleans ©Atlanta
N.O.
N.O.
Phoenix @ LA Rams
LA
LA
Stumper...
San Diego @ Pittsburgh
Pitt
SD
What member of the Boston Celtics basketball team
Seattle @ NY Giants
NY
NY
was formerly affiliated with the Chicago White Sox
Tampa Bay @ Chicago
Chicago Chicago
baseball organizatin?
NY Jets @ Indianapolis
NY
Indy
Answer in next week's issue.
Denver @ Washington
Wash
Wash
Last week's question
Experts record for last week:
What current Major League baseball player did Wade
Brian 11-3; Lane 9-5.
Boggs name his son after and idolize?
Answer: George Brett of the Kansas City Royals
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SPORTS
1989-90 Tars and Lady Tars Basketball Preview
Up in the northern portion ofthe United States, the cool autumn breeze begins to bring with it a little more punch as October fades
into November. That punch begins to feel more like a Mike Tyson wallop as turkey's begin to take cover. Finally, Tyson winds up and
delivers a hook that knocks Fall cold—allowing the wrath of winter to spring free.
In order to escape this wrath of blustering 50 m.p.h. winds, below 30 degree Fahrenheit weather, and ice-slicked roads, smart
Northerners take cover. Indoors is the place to be.
Well, with winter almost as powerful as Pee Wee Herman in Florida, what could possibly drive the inhabitants ofRollins College indoors?
Give up ? The 1989-90 Men's and Women's Basketball Teams. Theseason opens up for both teams this week with exhibition games.
This special sports section is a preseason look at the Blue and Gold and what it promises to have in store for its fans. So sports fans,
get ready for some Enyart-Alumni Fieldhouse basketball action-coming your way...soon.

Consistency the Key
Tars could "surprise some people" if they put
it all together and take one game at a time
by Keith Boeck
Although the 14 members of the
Tars basketball team had just finished an
hour of drills, a scrimmage with game intensity, and countless sprints, they didn't
drag off the court this time. Like always,
their muscles still ached, sweat still
drenched their uniforms, and some still
gasped for air, but this time the team left all
smiles. No killers had to be run today. They
had successfully avoided those post practice runs by nailing 12 of 13 free throws.
Along with this momentary sense
of good feeling, an overall feeling of relaxation has been with the Tars throughout the
preseason. Sure, there are times of pressure—in fact Coach Tom Klusman purposely adds that dimension by creating game
situations in practice—but the atmosphere
isn't one of continual stress.
Why? Because this year the Tars
have not laid out concrete goals for their
season. There was no "We will win the conference and finir^ 20-8" written on the blackboard at a team meeting. Instead, the Tars
have chosen another route to success: worrying about themselves.
"Our goal is to play the best we can
each and every game," said Klusman. "We're
not worried aboutother teams, we're worried about ourselves. We want to play to our
top level. If the team we're playing is better
and they play to their top level, they are
going to beat us. There is nothing we can do
besides play our best."
But better teams don't always play
to their top level.
"And that's where we want to capitalize," said Klusman. "If we catch a team
down, we've got to play to our ability to
win."
The 1989-90 season won't see the
Tars ranked in the Sunshine State Conference better than fourth. With perennial
powers Florida Institute of Technology and
Florida Southern ranked #2 and #4 respectively in the NCAA II pre-season poll, the
league is solid.
"The bottom three teams in our

league have gotten better," said Klusman,
"and the top three teams have done nothing
to hurt themselves."
It's possible that the Tars may even
be ranked fifth or sixth in the conference.
But Klusman believes that this could be a
good position to be in.
"I think this team will come out
and surprise some people," he said.
The Tars return seniors Sam Arterburn and Andy Holman along with juniors Scott Martin, Cameron Forbes, Terry
North, Mike Reeves, and Ralph Fabian.
Arterburn is a 6-6 forward who
was named to the SSC Honorable Mention
team. Last year, he led the team in rebounding (6.3 per game), and was second only to
Dan Wolf in scoring with 16.6 points per
game.
Forbes, a 6-6 forward, had 9.7
points per game and 4.8 rebounds per game
last year, but a back injury has unfortunately slowed him down over the summer.
After getting back into the swing of things
the past couple of weeks, Forbes is 100%
healthy.
Holman is the other forward returning to the Tar lineup. He scored 4.4
points and recorded 2.6 rebounds per game
last year.
The Tars have the potential to be
strong down low, but at times don't go all
out.
"I like this ball club. I have a group
offine young men who try to do what I ask,"
said Klusman. "But sometimes my big guys
don't come to the gym ready to play."
If anything, that is what this Tar
team needs to improve to put out on the
court a competitive team—consistency.
"We are stronger, more powerful,
and more experienced this year. But we are
not as consistent as we could be," said
Klusman. "A lot of this season is up to the
individual. What I think this team could be
is very good. We have a very good offensive
and defensive team and can rebound. I've

continued on page 11

Fresh New Blood
Lady Tars starting fresh with 7 of 13 freshman
on team; as they try to defend SSC title
by Kate Backes
The Rollins' Women's basketball
team is in the midst of a transition stage—
or maybe more appropriately termed— a
transfusion stage, as seven freshmen have
been called upon to supply the Tars with
the greatest quantity of fresh new blood
they've seen in a long time.
The 1989-90 Tars are merely a
shadow of last year's Sunshine State Conference Champions. Gone is four-time AllAmerican Kim Tayrien and SSC Honorable Mention Kirsten Dellinger. Gone, in
fact, are eight-letter winners, including
three starters that pushed the Tars to the
top of the pack last season. In their place
are seven freshmen, three sophomores,
and three juniors. How can this year's team
even compare with last year's success? How
can anv team survive without the leadership of at least one senior? Are this year's
Lady Tar's doomed for the doldrums ofthe
SSC dungeon?
Absolutely, positively, undeniable
not, comes the response from head coach
Glenn Wilkes, Jr., "we'll be young, but competitive right off the bat, and by mid-season well be a really strong team."
One should not forget that although the Tars lost three starters to graduation last year, two will be returning to the
court this season in the form of junior
guard Carissa Andres and sophomore guard
Kathy Warner.
Andres earned First-Team AllSSC honors last year while averaging 13.3
points and 5.0 rebounds. She was also
named to the SSC All-Academic Team,
sporting a 3.4 GPA, and in J a n u a r y was
name SSC Athlete ofthe Week.
Warner was named to the AllSSC Freshman Team her first season at
Rollins and was also ranked third in the
SSC in assists. In addition she gained
academic honors as a member ofthe SSCAcademic team and as a permanent fixture
on the President's and Dean's list as well.
Also bringing their talent and experience back this year are sophomore

center Kendra Lasher, sophomore guard,
Tammy Lewis, junior guard Janice Abaray
and junior forward Leslie Hudson.
Lasher, who made the All-SSC
Freshman Team during her first full season at Rollins, brings back her exceptional
shooting prowess. Last year she led the
team in field-goal and free-throw percentages with 50.5% and 82.2% respectively. In
addition she was tops in free throws in the
SSC and ranked third in the SSC in both
shooting categories.
In her first year for the Lady Tars,
Tammy Lewis proved herself to be a quick
guard and rugged defender. Seeing action
in thirteen games last year, Lewis averaged 5.9 points and 3.5 rebounds and had
an impressive five steals versus the University of Central Florida.
Two juniors return to the team
this year, in the forms of Leslie Hudson and
Janice Abaray. The 5-11 Hudson has served
as back-up to All-American Kim Tayrien
the past two years and is now looking
forward to stepping in to a more permanent
position. She has seen action in all but two
games over the past two seasons and last
year averaged 4.8 points and 2.9 rebounds.
She has also been a two-time selection to
the All-SSC Academic Team.
Abaray comes on after sitting out
last season. In her freshman year she
played in fourteen games and averaged 1.4
points with five assists and four steals.
Wilkes is confident with his returning players, however he acknowledges
that there will definitely be some pressure
on them to pick up the slack with the great
graduation losses, "There's no question that
there's 35-40 points that they're going to
have to come up with, but I'm really comfortable with the players this year, and I
think Kendra's really ready to step in and
take a lot of the scoring load that Kim
Tayrien had." said Wilkes.
The Lady Tars have no captains to
speak of as of yet, and Wilkes is not so sure

continued on page 11
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been especially impressive, and have had a positive influence on the Tars this year.
"They have made the upperclass work harder,"
seen spurts of it throughout the preseason
said Klusman, "because they know the freshman are good."
But I haven't seen it all put together yet."
According to Klusman, David Wolf, Dennis Hall,
One thing Klusman seems to be
and Chad Phelps all have a great shot at starting sometime
very confident in is his guards.
in their careers.
"I've got some really good guards
Klusman, beginning his 10th season as coach of
this year," said Klusman. "They give m e t h e
the Tars, will be assistedby Kyle Frakes and Steve Melgrad.
best they've got out there everyday."
The season opens on November 17, Friday, with
Klusman feels t h a t he is in better
an exhibition game against Ryerson Tech, a team from
shape this year at the guard position t h a n
Canada, at 7:30 P.M. Then on Tuesday (Nov. 21), t h e Tars
last year's 16-16 (4-4 SSC record) team
regular season begins with a 7:30 P.M. game against
"Experience there (at guard) can Monmouth.
dictate games. Last year, our inexperience
at the guard position h u r t us," h e said. "This
year, our guards can handle the ball better."
Tars Roster
Martin returns at guard after a
Name
Pos, HT WT Class
Hometown
solid season which included 116 assists and
SamArterburn
F 6-6 200 SR-1L Paducah,KY
12.5 points per game.
Ralph Fabian
G 6-2 180 JR-1L Miami, FL
He will possibly be flankedby freshCameron Forbes F 6-5 225 JR-2L Evansville, IN
man Derek Thurston, from Alexandria,
Dennis Hall
F 6-7 200 FR-HS Belts ville.MD
Indiana. At Monroe High School, Thurston
Eric Hathaway
F 6-6 230 SR-TR N. Palm Beach
was named MVP twice and is t h e school
Andy Holman
F 6-6 205 SR-3L Cincinnati, Ohio
Steve Kandell
F 6-6 200 SO-SQ Oviedo, Fl
career leader in assists and steals.
Scott Martin
G 6-0 170 JR-2L Cincinnati, Ohio
What's best about Derek is t h a t h e
Terry North
G 6-1 180 JR-2L Hazard, KY
"does whatever the situation calls for," said
ChadPhipps
F 6-5 195 FR-HS Alexandria, IN
Klusman. "Derek doesn't make m a n y misMike Reeve
C 6-7 200 JR-21
Cincinnati, Ohio
takes—he plays a lot older t h a n a freshSteve Rotz
G 6-1 170 SO-1L Chambersburg.PA
Derek Thurston G 6-2 190 FR-HS Alexandria, IN
man.
David Wolf
F 6-5 200 FR-HS Cincinnati, Ohio
The freshman crop this year, h a s

Women's Basketball
continued from page 10
that this relatively young team will utilize
this option thia year, "Right now, I'm not
sure if we'll have captains," h e said, "I'm
just waiting for somebody to step forward
and be a leader."
As for the freshmen on the team,
Wilkes remains somewhat mysterious, and
will n«t divulge just what freshman, (or
freshmen) may find themselves starting
this season. Of course there is a veritable
reason for this, as Wilkes explained, "I
like'em all. I know right now we're only a
week away from our first game, b u t I still
don't have a starting line-up."

"They are going to have to grow
up pretty quick though." '
•Coach Glenn Wiikes Jr.
It's easy to see why Wilkes is
having trouble with his line-up card, for
in addition to the returning talent, these
seven incoming freshmen look quite impressive, if only on paper.
The freshmen include, Stephanie Brown, a 5-8 guard from Tennessee
who averaged six points h e r freshman
year and is, according to Wilkes, "one of
the best defensive players I've ever seen."
Kim Dishon, a 5-11 center from Detroit,
Michigan who averaged a superhuman
18 ppg and 18 rebounds at Woodhaven
High School in addition to being named
one of Michigan's top 100 players by the
Qsfrait FrPP PT^QQ; Ellen OT)ay, a 6-1
center from Springfield, Virginia, who
averaged 14 points, 7 rebounds and 4.6
blocked shots her senior year and was
named All-District her last two years of
% i school; Kelley Reale, a 5-11 forward
fr
°m Rockland, Massachusetts who avert e d 16.1 points and 15 rebounds and
Was
named three times an All-League
^ d All-Region All-Star; Jennifer Tuf*°rd, a 5-9 g u a r d from Longwood,
Florida,who was an All-Conference selection her junior year and played on t h e
1987 AAU State Championship team;
Uearina Ward, a5-9guardfrom Jackson-

Date
November
17 Friday
21 Tuesday
25 Saturday
28 Tuesday
December
1 Friday
2 Saturday
15 Friday
18 Monday
20 Wednesday
30 Saturday
January
2 Tuesday

Opponent

Time

#RYERSONTECH(CANADA)
MONMOUTH(ILLINOIS)
OTTERBEIN
FLAGLER

7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

%Valdosta State vs. St. Leo
%ROLLINS VS COLUMBUS
%Columbus vs. St. Leo
%ROLLINS VS. VALDOSTA STATE
at Wisconsin
at Whittier (California)
at Biola (California)
NORTH CAROLINA-GREENSBORO

6:00 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
6:00 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
7:05 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

ILLINOIS-BENEDICTINE 7:30 P.M[.

************************************************************
HOLLER CHEVROLET/TANGERINE BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
5 Friday
Central Florida vs. Valparaiso
6:00 P.M.
Rollins vs. Slippery Rock
8:00 P.M.
6 Saturday
Consolation 6:00/Championship
8:00 P.M.
(All games broadcast by Cablevision CTV 32)

************************************************************************

8 Monday
13 Saturday
17 Wednesday
20 Saturday
24 Wednesday
27 Saturday
31 Wednesday
February
3 Saturday
7 Wednesday
10 Saturday
14 Wednesday
17 Saturday
24 Saturday
28 Wednesday
March
3 Saturday

MERRIMACK
WESLEY
*at F.I.T.
*atSt.Leo
*at Barry (Sportschannel)
*at Florida Southern (Sportschannel)
at Central Florida

7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

*atTampa
*%ECKERD
*ST.LEO
•BARRY
•FLORIDA SOUTHERN
*TAMPA 7:30 P.M.
*F.I.T. (Sportschannel)

7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
4:00 P.M.

*at Eckerd

7:30 P.M.

7:30 P.M.

9-10 Friday-Saturday Sunshine State Conference Tournament
ville, Florida, who averaged 23.8 points per game and
was named MVP and Athlete ofthe Year at Bolles High
School, and Priscilla Witten, a 5-7 guard from Pahokee,
Florida who in addition to being the fastest player on the
Rollins team this year was a four-year letter winner in
high school averaging 15 points, 4 rebounds and 4
assists.
Although the resemblance between this season's
LadyTarsandlastyear'schampionshipsquadissketchy,
Wilkes is still positive about the 89-90 season, "With the
freshman we've got we're pretty talented, they're going
to have to grow up pretty quick though. This year we're
going to focus on the Sunshine State Conference games,
because by the time we get to conference play we will
have played about ten or twelve games and we should be
used to each other and have things pretty much ironed
out."
Accordingto Wilkes, the Tars toughest SSC opponents willbe Barry, Eckerd, and FIT, however that's
not to overlook their first home game ofthe season, this
Saturday, the 18th, against Valdosta State, "our opening game against Valdosta is probably going to be our
toughest game." said Wilkes.
However with their returning veterans and the
supply of some much needed fresh new blood, the Lady
Tars should fair well in their opening match as well as
in the rest of their season—however until Coach Wilkes
gets his line-up card filled out they won't be going anywhere.
I,ariv T a r s Roster
_EQS_
NAME
Priscilla Witten G
Stephanie Brown G
DeannaWard
G
Kathy Warner
G
Janice Abaray
G
Jennifer Tufford G
Tammy Lewis
G
Ellen ODay
C
CarissuAndres G
Kedra Lasher
C
Kelly Reale
F
Earn Dishon
C
Leslie Hudson
F

HT CT.ASS-EXP HOMETOWN
5-7 FR-HS Pahokee, Fla.
5-8 FR-HS
Murfreesboro.Tenn.
5-9 FR-HS Jacksonville, Fla.
5-6 SO-1L
Dunwoody, GA
5-9 JR-1L
Apopka.Fla.
5-9 FR-HS Longwood, FLA
5-6 SO-1L
Orlando, Fl.
6-1 FS-HS
Springfield, Va.
5-9 JR-2L
Jamestown, N.D.
6-1 SO-1L
Sea Ranch Lakes, Fl.
5-11 FR-HS ' Rockland, Mass.
5-11 FR-HS Romulus, Michigan
5-11 JR-2L
Sylvester, GA

HOME GAMES IN CAPS
*Sunshine State Conference Games
# Exhibition game
% Televised by CTV

1989-90 Women's Basketball Schedule
Time
Opponent
Date
November
18 Saturday
VALDOSTA STATE
7:00 P.M.
21 Tuesday
MONMOUTH (ILL)
5:30 P.M.
25 Satrday
at University of Dallas
7:00 P.M.
27 Monday
at Texas Woman's U.
7:00 P.M.
December
2 Saturday
MISS. U FOR WOMEN
3:00 P.M.
WISCONSIN-EAU CLAIRE 5:30 P.M.
30 Saturday
January
3 Wednesday
MONCLAIRE STATE
7:00 P.M.
4 Thursday
PLYMOUTH ST.
7:00 P.M.
SOUTHEASTERN, MA.
3:00 P.M.
6 Saturday
8 Monday
CAL ST.-SACREMENTO
5:30 P.M.
13 Saturday
ARMSTRONG ST.
5:30 P.M.
15 Monday
SC-SPARTANBERG
7:00 P.M.
17 Wednesday
*at F.I.T.
5:15 P.M.
20 Saturday
*at St. Leo
5:30 P.M.
24 Wednesday
*at Barry 5:30 P.M.
27 Saturday
*at Florida Southern
5:30 P.M.
29 Monday
*at Eckerd
7:30 P.M.
February
3 Saturday
*at Tampa
5:30 P.M.
5 Monday
FLORIDAATLANTIC
7:00 P.M.
7 Wednesday
*ECKERD
5:30 P.M.
10 Saturday
* ST. LEO
5:30 P.M.
12 Monday
*F.I.T.
7:00 P.M.
14 Wednesday
•BARRY
5:30 P.M.
17 Saturday
•FLORIDA SOUTHERN
2:00 P.M
21 Wednesday
at S .Carolina-Spartenburg 7:00 P.M
22 Thursday
at Wofford
7:00 P.M.
24 Saturday
"TAMPA
5:30 P.M.
March
8 and 10 Sunshine State Conference Tournament TBA
HOME GAMES IN CAPS
*Sunshine State Games

Klusman Praises Incredible Fan Support from Students
by Keith Boeck
If talent, desire, and consistency are
the most important elements for a successful basketball season, listed close to next
would have to b e - t h e fans.

"They m e a n j u s t as much," said from the students, and sometimes we forget
Klusman. "Rollins' fan support h a s been
that," said Klusman. "I j u s t want them to
invaluable in the past. I hope they continue know t h a t they are greatly appreciated. We
that support this year."
rise to a higher level playing at home, be"We have gotten such great support cause of our fans."
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12:30-1:30AQUA MUSICA at the Alfond Pool!
Swimming pool music (ROS BANDT -Australian sound artist in
residence, SASHA BOGDANOWITSCH - composer and
performer, ROLLINS CAMERATA)
audience participation! bring swimming wear and listening ear!

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
COSMIC C O N C E R T S L I G H T AND L A S E R SHOW a t t h e J O H N YOUNG
PLANETARIUM a r e s h o w n o n F r i d a y a n d S a t u r d a y n i g h t s , a d m i s s i o n is $4.
F o r m o r e info: call 896-7151. 810 E . R o l l i n s S t r e e t , O r l a n d o .

6pm- B.I.G. Meeting in the Biology Dept. Lounge (@nd floor in Bush)
7pm- SGA and ADEPT present a discussion on the Rollins Drinking
Culture. Prof. A. Jones will facilitate an open discussion on
drinking at Rollins . (Bush 108) food provided.
RCP presents Chris Brady (Acoustic Guitarist) in the Fox Daze Club

PLAN AHEAD:
NOVEMBER 30(THURS.): DERRYCK BERNARD (GIUTAR) AT FOX
DAZE CLUB!!

GRAET AMERICAN
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DECEMBER 2-3: IBX®. B.O.O.
5 p m - Shabbat at Sullivan House
8pm- SGA a n d A D E P T p r e s e n t THIS M.1L C A M P U S • J T A L S O T
S M © W ^ come to the Student Center and see your fellow
students as you would have never seen them before. Stay and
boogie the night away as we have the "Party Off Competition"
and dance on the Student Center Patio.

e v e n if y o u h a v e n e v e r b e e n o n a t r i p b e f o r e , c o m e
e x p e r i e n c e o n e ! w e ' d l i k e t o s e e n e w faces!
D E C E M D E R 2 : R C P p r e s e n t s C O O R S L I G H T COMEDY
COMMANDOS a t t h e S t u d e n t C e n t e r !
D E C E M B E R 5: R C P p r e s e n t s J O R D A N BRADY (COMEDY) a t t h e
Student Center

7:30- Men's Basketball vs. Ryerson Tech (Canada Exibition)

r

R.C.P. FOX DAZE
CLUB PRESENTS:

ROLLINS CIRCLE K Club Tennis Tournament at the old courts! anyone can
play! raise money for AIDS Research !! for more info.: call Steve x2875
T h e L a s t U.S.Cycling F e d e r a t i o n event of the decade today! Come out
and support this fund-raising effort for H e l p E n d A b u s e T o d a y . Racing
circuit: two mile loop around Lake Eola. All levels of encouraged to attend.
Catch the excitement ofthe race and meet the athletes at the end-of-season
party at Rosie O'Grady's . Register or more info: call Loco Motion at 629-2680
7pm-Women's Basketball vs. Valdosta State

Thursday, November 16

9pm- BSU, RES.LD7E, A D E P T , ATO, C H I P S I , P H I MU, a n d SIG E P
p r e s e n t W8 J A M S T A M T A & Y B A N C S IPAIE W i n t h e
S t u d e n t C e n t e r ! B E THERE!!!

Chris Brady

R C P a n d A D E P T present REGGAE S U P E RJ A M F E S T ! !

S

Rollins College Productions is proud to present singer, songrwriter and
popular recording artist Chris Brady. His musical styles include
original music as well as music from Jimmy Buffet, James Taylor,
Bruce Springsteen and REM. Chris Brady will perform this Thursday
at the FOX DAYS CLUB (the DownUnder). Buffet will be available.
Arrive early to get a seat. Admission is $3.50 with R-Card.
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RED STRIPE BEER
7:30- CHI ALPHA movie and pizza in the Sullivan House
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Tropical Productions, Renins College Productions and Reggae Reflections Present:

REGGAE
SuperJamFest '89
Sunday, November 19th
FEATURING

5pm- Deacon's Stir Fry in Chapel Classroom
5:30-6:30 Overeater's Anonymous meeting in the Chapel Lounge
(call Health Center for more info.)
5:30-Women's Basketball vs. Monmouth (IL)
7:30- Men's Basketball vs. Monmouth (IL).
6:30- NEW SANDSPUR MEETING -ALL ARE WELCOME
(Galloway Room)

LIEUTENANT STITCHIE
7pm- Fellowship of Christian Athletes meeting (Galloway Room)

PATOBANTON
& the Studio Two Crew

7pm- Circle K Club Meeting in the Sullivan House (every week)
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iINNER
• mpCIRCLE
*& •

BIGG A

Also: SKOOL, RIOT SQUAD, EMPHASIS & JAH SONS

TOTAL OF 8 GROUPS!
ALL DAY • ALL NIGHT • NOON TEL...
P l u s a Variety of J a m a i c a n a n d West I n d i a n Food, D r inka A Games!

THANKSGIVING! TURKEY BAY!
T
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ATTENTION!
If you are an international student or you simply cannot afford the
airfare home, holidays can be a lonely time. This Thanksgiving Holi- i
day, however, you don't have to be alone. Spend some time with a local]
family. The Office of Student Activities and Organizations is screening
some local families for hosting Rollins Students during the Holidays
If you would like to spend Thanksgiving Day with a local family simply
call 646-2624 or come by the Office of Student Activities, located in Mills.

ROLLINS COLLEGE SOCCER FIELD
1-4 Exit 45, Corner of Fairbanks a n d Park Avenue

TICKETS: $12.50 advance • $15.00 day of show
$5.00 off with Student I J)J
Tickets available
at: T i c k e t ' M a s t e r , C a r r i b b e a n R e c o r d s ,
Dolly's One-Stop, & C a r i b Craft Novelty & Gifts

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL
646-2560, 839-3900 OR 345-0424

